In this paper, we have proposed a fuzzy inventory model with constant demand and with-out shortages, in a fuzzy environment. Here we have used Bell shaped fuzzy membership function (MF). In this paper we have developed the concept of possibility theory and possibilistic moment generating function and some statistical concept as mean, Variance, Standard deviation on this economic order quantity (EOQ) model. Also some necessary theorems have been derived here. Finally, these are illustrated by numerical examples and applications.
Introduction
An inventory deals with decision that minimizes the total average cost or maximizes the total average profit. For this purpose the task is to construct a mathematical Economic Order Quantity model of the real life Inventory system, such a mathematical model is based on various assumptions and approximations.
In an ordinary inventory model it considered all parameters like shortage cost, setup cost, as a fixed. But in real life situation it will have some little fluctuations and i.e., consideration of fuzzy variables is more realistic and interesting.
The well-known inventory model has been transformed to fuzzy versions by Park (1987) , Chen and Wang (1996) , Roy and Maity (1997) and Chang (2004) among others. Park and Wang studied shortages and partial backlogging of items. Friedman (1978) presented continuous time inventory model with time varying demand. Ritchie (1984) studied in inventory model with linear increasing demand. Goswami, Chaudhuri (1991) discussed an inventory model with shortages. Gen et. Al. (1997) presented classical inventory model with Triangular fuzzy number. Yao and Lee (1998) considered an economic production quantity model in the fuzzy sense. Sujit Kumar De, P.K. Kundu and A.Goswami (2003) presented an economic production quantity inventory model involving fuzzy demand rate. J.K. Syde and L.A.Aziz (2007) applied sign distance method to fuzzy inventory model without shortage. D.Datta and Pravin Kumar published several papers of fuzzy inventory with or without shortage. S. Islam, T.K. Roy (2006) presented a fuzzy EPQ model with flexibility and reliability consideration and demand depended production cost under a space constraint. A solution method of posynomial geometric programming with interval exponents and coefficients was developed by Liu (2008) . Kotba. M Kotb, Halla. Fergancy (2011) presented Multi-item EOQ model with both demand-depended unit cost and varying Lead time via Geometric Programming. Jana, Das and Maity (2014) presented Multi-item partial backlogging inventory models over random planning horizon in random fuzzy environment. Samir Dey and Tapan Kumar Roy (2015) presented Optimum shape design of structural model with imprecise coefficient by parametric geometric programming. In this paper we have considered a basic EOQ inventory model with constant demand, where shortages are not allowed and instantaneous replenishment. At first we have considered the cost parameters as fuzzy number. Thereafter we develop an alternative approach to determine the fuzzy EOQ model using possibility theory under the considerations that the parameters are Bell shaped fuzzy numbers. Furthermore, there have been several new developments in using fuzzy algebra in decision-making process, specially the use of possibility theory.
Preliminaries and Notation
Before discussing the Bell-Shaped fuzzy EOQ inventory model, we introduce some definitions and with relevant operations, most of these related definitions and properties; Definition2.1 Let X be a collection of objects called the universe of discourse. A fuzzy set denoted by Ã is a subset of X is a set of ordered pairs Ã = { (x, ~( 
Definition2.4 A fuzzy set ̃ is said to be a convex set if
Definition 2.5 The standard Bell shaped membership function (MF) fuzzy number is represented by ̃ = (x : a, b, c) with membership function as;
where c determines the center of the corresponding membership function, a is half width and b (together with a) controls the slopes at the crossover points. Figure 
Remark 2.5.1 In this paper we developed the model with taking a particular value of b (b = 1). So
Definition 2.6 Let ̂ be a fuzzy number, its membership function defined as;
where ( 
Possibilistic Moment Generating Function

Possibilistic mean
As in Appadoo et al. and Carlsson and Fuller, we use the following equalities given in (3.1) and (3.2) deriving some of the results in the EOQ inventory model. 
and
Possibilistic variance
The lower possibilistic variance ( ( )) , upper possibilistic variance ( ( )) and possibilistic variance ( ( )) defined as follows;
Possibilistic standard deviation
The non-negative square root of the variance is called standard deviation ( ).
i.e., ( ) = +√ ( ).
Deterministic EOQ Model
We have considered an economic Lot size model with uniform rate of demand infinite production rate and having no shortages. The purpose of this section is to discuss the deterministic EOQ model in crisp environment. The notations to be used are; 
Fuzzy EOQ Model
In the inventory model we take the parameters 0 and ℎ as fuzzy numbers. Let 0 (α) and ℎ (α), denotes the α-cuts of 0 and ℎ respectively. Thus for 0 ≤α≤ 1 we get
Then from (4.1) we have 
So the interval valued possibilistic mean IVPM(Tac(Q,S)), 
Proof
Here 0 (α), ℎ (α), and (α) denotes the Bell shaped α-cuts of 0 and ℎ respectively. Thus for 0≤α≤1 we get, With the Bell shaped fuzzy MF, 
We know 
Numerical Solution
Let crisp input value of D = 10, and 0 ( ), ℎ ( ) be Bell fuzzy membership functions (Remark 2.5.1) of fuzzy numbers 0 and ℎ respectively. Where, ii) The optimal * and ( ( )) from (5.17) to (5.18) as follows, iii) The optimal ( ( )) from (5.19) as follows, 
Sensitivity Analysis
We now examine to sensitivity analysis of the optimal solution of the inventory model for changes of D, keeping the other parameters unchanged. 
Conclusion
In this paper we have developed a Bell shaped fuzzy approach to the EOQ model with constant demand and with-out shortages. Here we have discussed only a particular type of Bell shape membership function (MF) (taking b = 1). In future general form of Bell shape MF would be used for more complex and interesting results. The methodology proposed in this paper may also be applicable to other Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) models. Our approach provide here a simple EOQ model, but in future it should be used many complex EOQ model. For future research of uncertainty in EOQ model, by using different type of fuzzy numbers such as random fuzzy number, institutional fuzzy number or adaptive fuzzy demand rate be analytically more challenging and interesting.
